Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The CIP/KIP family is one of two cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) inhibitor (CDI) protein families and it includes p21^Cip1/Waf1/Sdi1^, p27^Kip1^, and p57^Kip2^(refs^[@CR1]--[@CR6]^). The family members can be distinguished into another CDI protein family by a conserved N-terminal domain called a CDI domain or kinase inhibitory domain (KID), which allows them to regulate cell cycle progression by binding to both cyclin and CDK subunits of mitogens, whereas INK4 members bind to cyclin only^[@CR1],[@CR7]^. Although CIP/KIP members have similar specificities on their CDI/KID, they have shown to have distinct functions and regulatory mechanisms related to the divergence in their remaining sequence^[@CR1],[@CR7]^. Correspondingly, CIP/KIP members have a different motif near their C-terminal, in which p21, p27, and p57 have proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)-binding motif, a stretch of conserved glutamine and threonine residues namely QT-box motif, and both PCNA-binding motif and QT-box motif, respectively^[@CR6],[@CR8],[@CR9]^. Initially recognised as inhibitors of cell cycle progression, CIP/KIP proteins have also been reported to be involved in many other regulatory mechanisms, including transcriptional regulation^[@CR7]^, cell migration^[@CR10]^, and apoptosis^[@CR11]^. Furthermore, recent studies have indicated that all CIP/KIP proteins also act as tumour suppressors and may be oncogenic under certain conditions^[@CR1]^. The multifaceted abilities of these proteins may originate from their partial or complete lack of a cooperative, folded structure under native conditions, namely intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)^[@CR12]--[@CR18]^. However, it was reported that IDPs generally evolve more rapidly than ordered proteins^[@CR19],[@CR20]^. Therefore, to understand how these proteins get along with the IDP fast rates of evolution, it is critical to examine their evolution in relation to structural features.

Generally, the primary sequence of IDPs is composed of a high proportion of charged and polar amino acids and is deficient of bulky hydrophobic amino acids^[@CR21],[@CR22]^. These characteristics may result in a flexible conformation of disordered regions, which are unable to fold spontaneously into three-dimensional structures and tend to adopt specific tertiary conformations, at least locally, only after binding to their partners^[@CR21]--[@CR23]^. The molecular interactions of IDPs can be transient and dynamic, such as to function as switches fine-tuned by post-translational modifications (PTMs) and to function as chaperones. On the other hand, it also can be permanent, such as those that enable them to modify the activity of other proteins, assemble multiple binding partners to promote protein complexes, and function as scavengers, which store and neutralize small ligands^[@CR21],[@CR24]--[@CR26]^. In addition, disordered regions can also retain their structure without ever becoming structured or showing the so-called "fuzziness" phenomenon and may function as flexible linkers or spacers^[@CR23],[@CR26],[@CR27]^. Accordingly, these characteristics have consequences for IDP ability to exhibit functional promiscuity under different conditions^[@CR23]^.

Because conformationally flexible proteins tend to have functional promiscuity, studies on IDPs evolution have attracted a lot of attention, particularly with regards to the rates of amino acid substitution compared with ordered proteins. Many reports have shown that IDPs generally evolve more rapidly than ordered proteins^[@CR19],[@CR20]^. These differences may be due to differences in amino acid compositions, intramolecular contacts, and functional differences^[@CR19],[@CR23],[@CR28]^. Additionally, recent assessments have shown that disordered proteins have different accepted point mutations and higher insertion and deletion rates compared with ordered proteins^[@CR29]^. Disordered regions are also associated with more modification sites than ordered regions, particularly phosphorylation^[@CR30]^. Given the ability to mediate multiple biological processes, CIP/KIP proteins also have a higher tendency to evolve over time. Thus, the evolutionary mechanism of CIP/KIP proteins may provide important information about genome evolution, in general. Here, to elucidate the functional adaptability of CIP/KIP proteins, we calculated the rates of evolution per site and the rates of structural properties transitions, and predicted their structural disorder and secondary structure propensities. In addition, we also predicted and examined the phosphorylation and the conserved phosphorylation sites, respectively.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Evolution of structural order-disorder and secondary structure {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the evolutionary patterns of structural properties of the CIP/KIP members in vertebrate, we predicted the propensity of structural order-disorder and secondary structures and mapped the results of which to the taxon position in the phylogenetic tree and multiple sequence alignment (Figs [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We also calculated the transition rates of the structural order-disorder and secondary structure propensity to investigate the dynamic evolution of those properties (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The results might comprehensively show the dynamics changes of proteins structures which is highly related to function. In general, each protein had a specific evolutionary pattern of the structural properties, and p57 showed to have an apparent distinct pattern to the other members.Figure 1The order-disorder propensity of each CIP/KIP protein across vertebrates. The heat maps of order-disorder propensity based on the IUPred prediction score are plotted following the position of multiple sequence alignments (columns) and the taxa position in the phylogenetic tree (rows). The heat maps show a colour gradient from blue (ordered) to red (disordered) with white as the boundary between the two propensities, and a light green as gaps. Coloured boxes between the trees and heat maps indicate the taxonomic group. There is a domain and motif bar above the heat map of each protein. In the domain and motif bar, the green area indicates the CDI/KID domain, and blue area indicates either PCNA-binding motif or QT-box motif, whereas the black line indicates no important region. Three heat maps, p21 **(a)**, p27 **(b)**, and p57 **(c)**, and a colour guide for the taxonomic group are shown in the figure.Figure 2The secondary structure propensity of each CIP/KIP protein across vertebrates. The heat maps of secondary structure propensity based on the Jpred4 prediction score are plotted following the position of multiple sequence alignments (columns) and the taxa position in the phylogenetic tree (rows). The heat maps show a fixed of red (helix), blue (strand), and white (coil), and a light green as gaps. Coloured boxes between the trees and heat maps indicate the taxonomic group following the taxonomic group reference (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). There is a domain and motif bar above the heat map of each protein. In the domain and motif bar, the green area indicates the CDI/KID domain, and blue area indicates either PCNA-binding motif or QT-box motif, whereas the black line indicates no important region. Three heat maps, p21 **(a)**, p27 **(b)**, and p57 **(c)**, are shown in the figure.Figure 3Rates of evolution per site with predicted phosphorylation sites of human CIP/KIP proteins and evolutionary dynamics of predicted secondary structures and structural order-disorder. There are two graphics on each sub-figure, the rate of evolution per site on the above and the evolutionary dynamics of predicted structural properties on the below. In the rate of evolution graphic, the rates of amino acid substitution are shown as blue area chart. The black-bordered green dots indicate the conserved phosphosites, following the 50% majority rule of the predicted site, whereas the red dots indicate non-conserved phosphosites. There are two bars above each graphic, the domain and motif bar and order-disorder propensity bar. In the domain bar, the green area indicates the CDI domain, and blue area indicates either PCNA or QT-box motif, whereas the black line indicates no important region. In the order-disorder propensity bar, the magenta area indicates disordered structure, and black line indicates ordered structure. In the evolutionary dynamics of structural properties, the rates of secondary structure transition and order-disorder transition are shown as orange and green area chart, respectively. There are three graphics, p21 (**a**), p27 (**b**), and p57 (**c**), shown in the figure with x-axis as the sequence length and y-axis as the Z-score of the rate of evolution.

The CDI/KID domain was encountered through pfam for all CIP/KIP members in all species, and there were two CDI/KID domains found for p21 of amphibian. This domain of CIP/KIP members which is responsible to control cell-cycle progression in mammals generally had a similar and conserved secondary structure propensity, with a little distinction in the transition patterns and rates (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In this domain, only the p57 of strand secondary structure showed to have obvious repeated transitions from mammals to primates (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, each CIP/KIP member showed to have a specific order-disorder propensity pattern through evolution in this domain. The order-disorder propensity of p21 CDI/KID domain was relatively not conserved and was characterised by a major transition to disorder from reptiles and birds to mammals, non-placental mammals, and primates; the remaining taxa had nearly random patterns (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), whereas p27 (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) showed to have a conserved propensity of structural disorder with a few order propensities observed without a significant pattern, and p57 (Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) was commonly composed of a disordered propensity with frequent transitions to order. Despite the CDI/KID domain, the CIP/KIP members also have an important region in their C-terminal fragments. Here, p21 and p57 have a proliferating nuclear antigen (PCNA)-binding motif, and p27 and p57 share, a structural motif that is likely to function in protein-protein interaction, a QT-box motif. The secondary structure prediction results showed that the PCNA-binding motif of p21 and QT-box motif of p27 have a strand secondary structure with many transitions (Fig. [2a,b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), whereas no major pattern of secondary structure have found for either PCNA-binding motif or QT-box motif of p57 (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Further, the order-disorder propensity prediction showed that the functional C-terminal fragments of all CIP/KIP members are conserved to be disordered (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and the region between CDI/KID domain and C-terminal fragment of all CIP/KIP members showed to have no prominent secondary structure property and conserved to be disordered (Figs [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The faster rates of structural properties transitions were commonly distributed in the CDI/KID domain and C-terminal fragments (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Based on the distribution of the structure propensity score in all regions, p27 tended to be more disordered than p21 and p57, with scores of 0.523 ± 0.179, 0.685 ± 0.177, and 0.601 ± 0.241 (means and standard deviations) for p21, p27, and p57, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S1b). In addition, for the CDI/KID domain, the means and standard deviations were 0.386 ± 0.101, 0.535 ± 0.106, and 0.474 ± 0.113 for p21, p27, and p57, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S1a). Thus, on an average, the frequency of the sequence that tends to be ordered is greater in the CDI domain than in the entire sequence for all CIP/KIP members. Each human CIP/KIP protein exhibits a different genetic distance pattern relative to the vertebrate class. As shown in the p-distance value analysis, compared with the human sequence, chondrichthyes had the most diverse sequence identity for p21 protein (59.8%), whereas p27 was the most diverse in amphibia (54.3%) and p57 was the most diverse in ray-finned fish (51.4%). p27 had the lowest genetic distance value for each class, except amphibia (Supplementary Tables S1, S2, and S3). Thus, p27 had the slowest rate of evolution of all CIP/KIP proteins.

Evolution rates of sequences and modification sites {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------

To investigate the relationship between rates of amino acid substitution and the structural properties and function, we calculated the rates of amino acid substitution. The results are Z-scores, which mean the scores of more than zero is evolving faster than average, and the scores of less than zero is evolving slower than average. In addition, we also predicted the sites of post-translational modification (PTM), i.e., phosphorylation, in the vertebrate and examined the modification site conservation through species evolution following the 50% majority rule. This approach was used to investigate the contributions of protein modifications to the rates of amino acid substitution.

In general, each protein had its own specific distribution of the rates of evolution. However, similar patterns were observed in relation to the functional region. Generally, but not always, conserved modification sites and the adjacent region have a lower rate of amino acid substitution (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, there are still exceptions to such phenomena at a few conserved modification sites in p27. Three conserved modification sites were found to have a faster rate of amino acid substitution, with one modification site having a markedly faster rate. In addition, for modification sites that are not considered conserved, many sites located in the disordered region had a lower rate of substitution than average. However, sites having faster substitution rates were also abundant. In this case, conserved modifications were more reliable for slowing amino acid substitution rates in disordered regions, which generally had a faster rate of evolution. On the other hand, excluding sites with conserved modifications and their surrounding regions, CDI/KID domain of all CIP/KIP proteins have, generally, a lower rate of evolution than average. Further, the PCNA-binding motifs of p21 and p57 also have similar results of low evolution rates. On the other hand, the QT-box motif of p27 and p57 showed both lower and faster rates of amino acid substitution than average, whereas their structures were constrained to be disordered, and the linker region of CDI/KID domain and the C-terminal motifs commonly have faster rate of evolution with conserved disorder propensity.

Regarding the modification site prediction results, 14 phosphorylation sites had been predicted to occur in the human p27 sequence, whereas 10 and 11 sites had been found for p21 and p57, respectively. Most modification sites were found in the disordered region outside of the CDI/KID domain (Supplementary Fig. S2). Only two sites located in the CDI/KID domain were found, one from p21 and another from p57. In contrast, p27 possessed a higher number of predicted phosphorylation sites than other protein members, and it also possessed the highest number of conserved phosphorylation sites as well. In human p21, there were T145, S146, and S153 that showed to be conserved in propensity and sequence to a vertebrate; on the other hand, there were S7, S10, S12, T42, S110, S138, S140, T157, S161, S175, S178, S183, T187, and T198 in human p27; while there were only S28 in human p57. Except for S7, S161, S175, S178, and S183 in p27 and S28 in p57 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), the conserved phosphosites based on the NetPhos predictions were shown to have a well-known function based on the experimental data in the PhosphoSite+ database (as at Aug. 2018).

Discussion {#Sec5}
==========

The structural studies of p21 using proteolytic mapping, circular dichroism (CD) spectropolarimetry, and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) revealed that the protein and CDI/KID domain are lack of folded structure^[@CR16]^. In addition, the structural studies of p57 and p27 also showed the same characteristic of the highly disordered structure as shown by CD and fluorescence spectra, and NMR and molecular dynamics (MD) analysis, respectively^[@CR12],[@CR14],[@CR17]^. Consistent with this, the prediction of order-disorder propensity of CIP/KIP proteins in this study also showed that these proteins are highly disordered in structure. Further, their rates of amino acid substitution showed a relatively similar distribution, and some disordered regions involved in intermolecular interactions and post-translational modifications were constrained. Describing the pattern of structural order-disorder evolution, this study may give an insight into the well-known characteristics of IDPs in the evolution of CIP/KIP proteins.

Interesting results were shown in the CDI/KID domain, in which all CIP/KIP proteins noted to have a conserved secondary structure in all vertebrate sample, and both p21 and p57 have several transitions of order-disorder propensities in the evolution of vertebrate. The structural studies of these proteins revealed that the CDI/KID domain is likely to have a transiently populated secondary structure which may exhibit a pre-molten globule-like of structure (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"})^[@CR16],[@CR17]^. Even though this region, particularly in p21 and p57, were often predicted to be ordered in this study, the structural studies reported that this domain is lack of folded structure. The characteristics of these fragments that could pre-formed structural elements are likely to result in the order propensity in the prediction method. On the other hand, even though the order-disorder transitions were commonly centered in this region based on the prediction, the CDI/KID domain of all Cip/Kip proteins generally had lower rates of evolution than average, despite there were still some other sites that showed faster rates than average. The CDI/KID domain itself is the binding site for regulating cyclin and CDK complexes^[@CR1]^; thus its structure could be altered through the balance between the specificity and affinity of cyclins and CDKs throughout evolution. Evolutionarily, cyclins show great diversification and complexity in various organisms ranging from protists to animals. Likewise, the numbers of CDKs have also increased throughout species evolution as well as cyclins^[@CR31]^. The faster rate of amino acid substitution found in the CDI/KID domain is likely to be an important site for adapting the affinity to the binding partner. However, the generally conserved sequences found here suggested that the CDI/KID domain still maintain their specific structures in the vertebrate.Figure 4Structures of some important fragments in CIP/KIP proteins. Structure of p27 CDI/KID from MD analysis^[@CR17]^ **(a)**, p27 C-terminal fragments (aa 181--190)/S-phase kinase-associated protein 1 A (SKP1)/S-phase kinase-associated protein 2 (SKP2)/Cyclin-dependent kinases regulatory subunit 1 (CKS1) complex from X-ray diffraction^[@CR63]^ **(b)**, and p21 C-terminal fragments (aa 141--160)/PCNA complex from X-ray diffraction^[@CR64]^.

Another important region of the CIP/KIP proteins is located near the C-terminal, of which p21 has proliferating nuclear antigen (PCNA)-binding motif (Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and p27 and p57 share a QT-box motif with a low similarity (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"})^[@CR8],[@CR32],[@CR33]^. In addition, p57 was also found to interact with PCNA (via aa 271--275), with a lower affinity than p21 (ref.^[@CR33]^). PCNA itself appears to be conserved throughout evolution, and most plant PCNAs exhibit features similar to those found in PCNAs of other eukaryotes^[@CR34]^. Thus, the PCNA-binding motif of p21 and p57 might be constrained to maintain the binding affinity. The short linear motif (SLiM) displays a common functional module in the disordered region. It can bind to the globular domains helped by flexible structure around them^[@CR26]^. Accordingly, both proteins have a similar critical function in their interaction with PCNA; both proteins have an ability to inhibit PCNA activity and ability in DNA replication, thereby facilitating the role of the cell repair machinery throughout the cell cycle^[@CR7],[@CR33]^. Further, the PCNA-binding motifs of both p21 and p57 have the constrained disordered structures in vertebrates, even though the structural secondary structure prediction showed that p21 PCNA-binding motif commonly have a strand propensity. These supported the well-known characteristics of IDP that essential intermolecular interactions and conserved binding partners could constrain disordered regions through evolution.

The QT-box motif showed to have both lower and faster rate of amino acid substitution than average in both p27 and p57, even though its structure was constrained to be disordered. The heterogeneity of the rates of amino acid substitution here likely displays that this region contains multiple short linear motifs (SLiMs). The QT-box is a structural motif that previously reported to function in protein-protein interaction^[@CR6]^. Predicted to be conserved in disordered structure, the fragments that have lower rates of evolution are relevant to mediate the protein-protein interaction. For p27, many conserved and functional phosphorylation sites, which determine various fates including cytoplasmic localization, stability, and degradation, lie in the QT-box motif^[@CR35],[@CR36]^. Likewise, for p57, besides the existence of a PCNA-binding motif inside the QT-box motif, an important phosphorylation site, T310, for protein degradation is also located in this domain^[@CR8],[@CR37]^. Since there are many important phosphosites in the QT-box motif, flexibility may be required in the structure of this domain to keep those sites exposed. In addition, functional phosphosites and binding sites need to be constrained in order to maintain the function.

All human CIP/KIP proteins have important regions near the N-terminal and C-terminal that are separated by regions whose rate of amino acid substitution, for each sequence, is commonly faster than average for all vertebrate species. However, despite their faster rate of substitution, these regions were constrained to have a disordered structure for all vertebrate species, except for the more primitive mammalian species with p57, which does not have these regions. Based on the sequence composition, disordered regions generally have more charged and fewer aromatic amino acids as well as faster rates of amino acid substitution than ordered regions^[@CR22],[@CR38],[@CR39]^. Thus, it suggested that the substitution of amino acid in this region of CIP/KIP proteins is constrained to a specific residue. The conservation of disordered structure having rapid amino acid substitution rates may be related to their functions as flexible linkers that allow movement of the important region positioned on either end or spacers which regulate the distances between important region^[@CR26]^. Indeed, this mechanism of evolution seems to only maintain the flexible properties of the region. Here, the constrained sequences may not be necessary, as the mutation yields a sequence that is flexible in structure. Accordingly, there may still be a selection for faster rates of substitution in disordered regions. This characteristic may be the main reason why disordered proteins generally have faster rates of evolution than ordered proteins.

Interestingly, the CIP/KIP family has two different mechanisms of evolution in maintaining the length of the sequence, particularly in disordered regions from after the CDI/KID domain to the C-terminal. Generally, disordered regions also tend to occupy repeat expansions and to have more insertions and deletions than ordered regions despite the faster rate of amino acid substitution^[@CR26],[@CR29]^. Frequent repeat expansions, insertions, and deletions could create an obvious divergence in the sequence length over evolution. However, only p57 showed a clearly different sequence length over evolution in its disordered region. In contrast, p21 and p27 exhibited high rates of amino acid substitutions without any obvious differences in sequence length. In addition, the PCNA-binding motif and QT-box motif of p57 also could only be detected from aves to mammals and primates based on the multiple sequence alignment. What are the factors that make p57 to occupy similar motifs to other CIP/KIP members in the evolution process of vertebrates? the elucidation of the actual factors responsible for the distinct frequency of insertions and deletions between these proteins clearly needs further studies.

The promiscuity of IDPs is highly affected by post-translational modifications (PTMs), particularly phosphorylation, which influences the binding affinity of disordered proteins^[@CR28],[@CR40]^. In addition, for example in yeast, disordered proteins are associated with twice as many kinases as structured proteins on an average^[@CR30]^. Phosphorylation plays important roles in protein function and is critical for biological processes and subcellular protein localisation^[@CR41]^. Therefore, the evolution rates of phosphosites are assumed to be different from those of nonphosphorylated residues in the disordered region. Based on the predictions here, several of the predicted phosphosites of human CIP/KIP proteins were shown to have a lower rate of amino acid substitution. Some of them are well-studied phosphosites whose functions are known and have a conserved propensity to be phosphorylated; however, some phosphosites showed a different pattern; in particular, T157 in p27 that showed to have a higher rate of amino acid substitution. On the other hand, some well-known functional phosphosites of CIP/KIP proteins in humans were shown to have a higher rate of evolution but were not conserved to be phosphorylated in vertebrates. Therefore, in CIP/KIP proteins, the existence of phosphosites in the disordered region may constrain the rate of evolution.

In human p21, T145, S146, and S153 showed a conserved propensity to be phosphorylated in the vertebrate. Each of these phosphosites has an important function in modulating either cytoplasmic relocalisation, protein degradation, or protein stability of p21^[@CR42]--[@CR44]^. In human p27, the number of conserved phosphosites was higher than that in the other Cip/Kip proteins; however, some of the conserved phosphosites, including S7, S161, S175, S178, and S183, have not yet been well-studied. Interestingly, the well-studied conserved phosphosites in this protein, S10, T157, T187, and T198, have a similar function to the human p21 conserved phosphosites. The activities of p21 and p27 are controlled by their concentration and subcellular localisation, and modulating these factors may expose the proteins to a different range of potential binding partners. Thus, phosphosites modulating essential functions may be conserved. However, identifying other phosphosites that have overlapping functions must also be a concern, since some of the non-conserved human p21 and p27 phosphosites were also shown to have a similar function to the conserved phosphosites of each protein, even though they are modulated by different signals; for example, T57 and T80 in human p21 that modulate degradation^[@CR43],[@CR45]^.

On the other hand, based on the phosphorylation propensity, the single conserved phosphosite of p57 found here, S28, has not yet been well-studied. Currently, only S282 and T310 of human p57 have been well-studied^[@CR37],[@CR46]^. However, only T310 was shown to have a lower rate of amino acid substitution than the whole site on average. Since p57 has a frequent insertion in vertebrates throughout evolution, the functional modification sites may have been shifted via the unstable length of the linkers, and thus, making it difficult to trace the conserved function through evolution. Therefore, an extensive amount of insertions and deletions in disordered regions could affect the perceived rate of evolution of modification sites, particularly at greater divergence times^[@CR29]^.

It is important to remember that the properties of structural disorder and phosphorylation sites of CIP/KIP proteins in this study have been inferred using linear sequence predictors. Therefore, the results in this study cannot be interpreted as a perfect or true depiction of the nature of IDPs. However, since experimental data is not available, these results can still be used and considered as the viewpoint of computational biology.

In conclusion, the disordered region in CIP/KIP proteins that exposes many functional phosphosites and binds to various regulators is generally essential for the multifaceted biological roles of CIP/KIP proteins. These regions of CIP/KIP proteins frequently have lower rates of evolution and could conserve the structural properties. The CIP/KIP disordered region that is placed between the important regions in the N-terminal and C-terminal has a conserved disorder propensity with high rates of evolution. The presence of this type of region could result in a significantly faster rate of evolution compared to the ordered proteins. Considering this study was based on prediction, it cannot be given as a true depiction. Therefore, further study related to the dynamic nature of IDPs is required. However, this study could give an insight into the well-known characteristics of IDPs in the evolution of CIP/KIP proteins.

Methods {#Sec6}
=======

Sequence retrieval, alignment, and pairwise distance {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------------

Vertebrate sequences were collected for each CIP/KIP protein, including p21, p27, and p57, from the NCBI database using NCBI BLAST (ref.^[@CR47]^) under the blastp (protein-protein BLAST) algorithm (Supplementary Dataset 1). For each CIP/KIP protein, the human protein sequence (p21: CAG38770.1; p27: CAG33680.1; p57: P49918.1) was used as the reference to obtain vertebrate sequences in the RefSeq database (ref.^[@CR48]^). Only one sequence with the highest Max score of BLAST for each species was used for each CIP/KIP protein to minimise redundancy. For alignment, whole vertebrate sequences and representative organism sequences were constructed for each dataset of CIP/KIP proteins. The species included in the representative dataset were *Homo sapiens*, *Rhinopithecus roxellana*, *Mus musculus*, *Sarcophilus harrisii* (for p21 and p27), *Plethodon cinereus* (for p57), *Chrysemys picta bellii*, *Gallus gallus*, *Latimeria chalumnae*, *Danio rerio*, *Xenopus laevis* (for p21 and p27), *Nanorana parkeri* (for p57), *Callorhinchus milii* (for p21 and p27), and *Rhincodon typus* (for p57). All datasets were aligned using MAFFT version 7 (ref.^[@CR49]^). The iterative refinement method L-INS-I was used for the alignment strategy with maximum of 1000 iterations. Pairwise distance was calculated for representative data alignment of each CIP/KIP protein using Mega7 (ref.^[@CR50]^).

Phylogenetic analysis {#Sec8}
---------------------

Phylogenetic trees were constructed using Bayesian inference from each dataset of vertebrate CIP/KIP protein alignment. The trees were estimated using MrBayes 3.2 (ref.^[@CR51]^) in the CIPRES Science Gateway (ref.^[@CR52]^), with Jones, Taylor, and Thornton^[@CR53]^ amino acid substitutions with + F method and gamma shape parameter (JTT + F + G) model which was selected as the best fit model under Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) by Aminosan (ref.^[@CR54]^) for all vertebrate datasets. The analysis used four simultaneous metropolis-coupled Markov chain Monte Carlo for 5,000,000 generations with a sampling frequency of 1,000 generations. The consensus topology trees were calculated by discarding the first 25% of trees using the 50% majority rule.

Structural disorder prediction {#Sec9}
------------------------------

The structural disorder propensity of all unaligned vertebrate datasets was predicted using IUPred (ref.^[@CR55]^) with the option for long disordered regions. This prediction has values ranging from 0 (strong propensity for an ordered structure) to 1 (strong propensity for a disordered structure), with 0.5 as the cut-off between order and disorder. However, we used 0.4 as the order-disorder propensity cut-off instead of 0.5 in this study because the former value is considered more accurate in predicting the experimentally verified disordered structure in the DisProt database than the original cut-off ^[@CR56]^. The order-disorder propensity scores were mapped onto the multiple sequence alignment and taxon position in the tree, and visualised in a heat map using iTOL (ref.^[@CR57]^). Further, the order and disorder propensity results were also converted into binary matrix, 0 and 1, respectively, to analyse the evolutionary dynamics of structural order-disorder.

Phosphorylation site prediction {#Sec10}
-------------------------------

Phosphorylation site was predicted using NetPhos (ref.^[@CR58]^) for all sequences in the datasets. A site having a value of greater than or equal to 0.75 was predicted to be phosphorylated, whereas a value of less than 0.75 was predicted to be not phosphorylated. The prediction results for each sequence were plotted following the multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree of each dataset. Furthermore, the predicted phosphorylated site of the human sequence was considered to be conserved through evolution if it was predicted to be phosphorylated in the vertebrate sequence following the 50% majority rule of the amount of sequence in the alignment.

Secondary structure prediction {#Sec11}
------------------------------

Secondary structure was predicted using Jpred 4 (ref.^[@CR59]^). This tool incorporates the Jnet algorithm and has 82.0% accuracy in predicting secondary structure^[@CR59]^. The prediction was performed for all sequences in each dataset. The results of the prediction were mapped and visualised in a heat map. In addition, the results of secondary structure propensity were also converted into binary matrix, 1 for helix and strand, and 0 for loop, to examine the evolutionary dynamics of secondary structure-loop transitions.

Evolution rates of sequence data {#Sec12}
--------------------------------

The substitution rates of amino acids for each vertebrate dataset alignment were analysed using Rate4Site (ref.^[@CR60]^). The analysis was performed using the empirical Bayesian principle with the Jones, Taylor, and Thornton amino acid substitution model and 16 discrete categories of the prior gamma distribution. The Bayesian inference tree of each dataset was used for the input tree, and the branch lengths were not optimised. Human CIP/KIP protein was used as the reference sequence. Gap was treated as missing data based on sequence reference.

Evolutionary dynamics of predicted secondary structures and structural disorder {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The evolutionary dynamics was investigated by calculating the evolution rates based on the phylogenetic trees and binary matrices for each secondary structure prediction and structural order-disorder prediction. This analysis was used to study the gain/loss transitions of the structural property by adopting the phyletic patterns^[@CR61]^. Gain Loss Mapping Engine (GLOOME) was used with equal gain and loss and 6 categories of gamma rate distribution^[@CR62]^. The Bayesian inference tree and human sequence for each dataset were used for the input tree and the reference sequence, respectively. The gap was treated as missing data, and the outputs of evolution rates were standardized as Z-score.
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